differences in the new information economies is in other words achieved through a conceptual framework that provides a sort of quasi-computational updating of the modernist preoccupation with medium specificity. 3 Against the description of a post-medium condition, one could argue that recent art has not lost its connection to a critical and materialist notion of "medium." It is just that the properties of this medium cannot be easily elucidated with reference to a specific apparatus or support in the way one could speak of Modern artist's engagement with distinct technologies such as photography or film. Instead, a medium today must be sought out in the more elusive interaction between bodies (or various types of existential situations) and the informational realm. It is a type of interaction that is explored in a number of recent artworks that tend to foreground a distinctly aesthetic realm of perceptual and sensorial data, while placing it within larger technological frameworks that seem to encompass the idea of an information-based mode of life.
From such a point of view, the problem with the notion of the post-medium condition is that it deals with the relation between art, technologies, and media from the point of view of old media, both in aesthetic and technological terms. The intensive 20 th century debates about the aesthetic properties of specific media should no doubt be seen as a corollary to an industrial development of new and distinct media technologiesfilm, photography, gramophone, audiotape, radio, television, x-ray, radar and digital sound and image, among others-that each have their own specific formats, uses, programs, and modes of spectatorship. To a great extent, modern art production could be seen as a deep engagement with this series of technical inventions. It is an engagement that turns around the radical newness of each technology and its stakes in a yet-to-be determined future, based on its distinct medial features and the ability to generate certain (hypothetical) audiovisual, temporal and social or political effects. Assembled here are almost every single transcription system and media platform known to modern humans: writing, publication, Morse code, cinema, television, electric light, and binary code. What is more, digital or discrete sign systems fuse seamlessly with analogue or continuous modes of imagination and projection (as in the narrated description of a cinematic production). Uniting them, however, is the fact that these familiar media forms are now all made to operate at a submerged or imperceptible level in relation to human consciousness, a level whose temporal complexities and phenomenological inaccessibility are normally associated with the mathematics of binary code only.
Writing, cinematic images, television signals, and mental imaging are here united and pushed into the background as the interconnected elements of a complex and invisible procedure of processing. Spectators only engage with the intensive dimensions of a luminosity whose precise "technical" sources can at best be guessed at but never known within the limits of the viewing situation. In a sense, they are as inaccessible to us as the neuronal wiring and firing that underpins our own thinking as it unfolds. Instead, their works expose and explore the intimate connections that are continually being forged between today's sophisticated time processing technologies and the complex temporalities of a human memory that moves at several speeds at once, combining preconscious action-oriented neuronal responses with a conscious processing of the past and future within a dynamic now-time. If today's information technologies come across as attractive, intimate, user-friendly and "human" (in contrast to "alienating" industrial technologies such as the conveyor belt), it is because they appear to be an extension of our neural systems and in fact include our sensorial and perceptual apparatus as part of their working components. The almost visceral sense of "connectedness" or "presence" that is brought forward in so many works, relate to the fact that shared space itself is increasingly understood as intercerebral space or a collectivity of brains, a sphere of interconnected thoughts, sensations and affects whose political and economic dimensions we have only just begun to explore. Thatcherite politics. Even more pertinently, Deller enlarges and plays off the affects involved in the production of a so-called "media event" whose force and impact depends on its ability to enroll not just history but entire collectivities in a mode of perpetual presence.
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On the other hand, the inaccessible algorithmic operations that underpin real time information processing might be compared with the subconscious memory techniques of a nervous system that guides our bodies through complex and action-filled contexts, so to speak, in advance of our conscious processing of what is going on around us. The quasinatural and quasi-technological spaces created by Olafur Eliasson seem in particular to emphasize how an intimate interaction between neurological and informational processes are constitutive elements in the creation of whatever it is that we see as our immediate bodily environments today. Through relatively simple and always technically transparent procedures that typically involve manipulations of color and light, temporal and spatial experience, Eliasson creates situations where our perceptions and sensations are at once intensified and externalized --to the extent that we get a fleeting sense of experiencing our own nervous system at work in action -like getting a sudden flash of insight into the 11 Daniel Dayan and Elihu Katz have analyzed the specific way in which the live media event constructs sociality through a type of journalistic procedure where the reporter is no longer an "outside" commentator cynically open to any meanings. In contrast, the media event reporter tends to be actively involved in the official meaning of the event as if unfolds. 
